
A Fruitless Pot!

In ancient times, a ruler in China polls to pick his successor by

appointing a game. He asks participants to grow a shoot, and the

most pretty shoot will win the match. Clink works carefully with

resolution. However, he fails to get a shot.

But he genuinely presents his fruitless pot in front of the ruler. The

ruler realized that he has worked hard with devotion, and he

should get awarded for his honesty! And the ruler happily gives a

reward for his honest approach.
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Annabel & the Yummy Cheese

In a little cottage, on the slopes in Scotland, lived Annabel and her

folks. Her dad didn't have the cash to send her to secondary

school.

Along these lines, Annabel visited the dairy ordinary along with

her dad. While her dad made cheddar, Annabel took care of the

cows and wild oxen and played with the goats and sheep.

Annabel cherished cheddar.

At some point, she inquired, "Daddy, kindly show me how to make

cheddar?" Daddy giggled and said, "Sure! Is it true that you are

having the chance to make some for me also?" "I will make the

best cheddar on the planet for you, daddy, '' grinned Annabel.

Annabel's dad encouraged her to shape cheddar.

Annabel became energetic about cooking and all that identified

with cheddar. Even though she would never go to class, she took

in everything from her dad and mom, hands-on. A long time

passed by, Annabel turned into an extraordinary cook and put the

planet on the map blue cheddar in her diary.
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The Lion and Brilliant Mouse

A lion was once dozing in the wilderness when a mouse fired

running all over his body for no particular reason. It upset the

lion's rest, and he woke up very furious.

He was going to eat the mouse when the mouse frantically

mentioned the lion to liberate him. "I guarantee you, I will be of

incredible assistance to you sometime if you save me." The lion

giggled at the mouse's certainty and released him.

At some point, a couple of trackers came into the woods and took

the lion with them. They tied him to a tree. The lion was

attempting to kick out and off to whine.

Before long, the mouse strolled past and saw the lion in a difficult

situation. Rapidly, he ran and chewed on the ropes to liberate the

lion. The two of them hurried off into the wilderness.
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A Strange Struggle!

Quite a long time ago a girl grumbled to her dad that her life was

hopeless and that she didn't have a clue how she planned to

make it. She was worn out on battling and battling constantly. It

appeared to be similar as one issue was tackled, another before

long followed. Her dad, a cook, took her to the kitchen. He filled

three pots with water and set each on a high fire. When the three

pots started to bubble, he set potatoes in a single pot, eggs in the

subsequent pot, and ground espresso beans in the third pot. He

then, at that point let them sit and bubble, without saying a word

to his girl.

The girl groaned and anxiously paused, considering what he was

doing. Following twenty minutes he wound down the burners. He

removed the potatoes from the pot and put them in a bowl. He

hauled the eggs out and put them in a bowl. He then, at that

point, spooned the espresso out and put it in a cup. Going to her,

he inquired. "Girl, what do you see?" "Potatoes, eggs, and

espresso," she hurriedly answered. "Look nearer," he said, "and

see the potatoes." She did and noticed that they were delicate.
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The Fox and the Stork

One day, a young fox welcomed a stork for supper. Stork was

extremely content with the greeting – she arrived at the fox's

home on schedule and thumped at the entryway with her long

snout. The fox took her to the supper table and served some soup

in shallow dishes for the two of them.

As the bowl was excessively shallow for the stork, she cannot

have soup by any means. Be that as it may, the fox licked up his

soup rapidly.

The stork was irate and disturbed. However, she didn't show her

resentment and acted amiably. To show something new to the fox,

she then welcomed him for supper the following day. She too

served soup, yet this time the soup got served in two tall limited

jars. The stork ate up the soup from her container. Yet, the fox

couldn't drink any of this as a direct result of his thin neck. The fox

understood his slip-up and returned home hungry.
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Breathing With No Oxygen

A kid once asked a wise elderly person what the little-known

technique is. After paying attention to the kid's inquiry, the wise

man advised the kid to meet him at the waterway toward the

beginning of the day, and he would get offered the response

there. In the first part of the day, the wise man and the kid started

strolling toward the waterway. They progressed forward into the

waterway, beyond the purpose in the water covering their nose

and mouth. Right now, the wise man dodged the kid into the

water. As he attempted to get out, the wise man kept on driving

him further down. The kid felt a fish sneak past his leg and

wriggled to get up considerably harder. The man in the end pulled

the kid's head up so he could get air. The kid panted as he

breathed in a full breath of air. The wise man said, 'What were

you battling for when you were submerged?" The kid answered,

"Air!" The man said, "There you have the trick of the trade. At the

point when you need to acquire accomplishment however much

you needed air when you were submerged, you will get it. That is

the main mystery."
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An Old Man and the Village

An old person lived in the town. He was one of the most

heartbreaking individuals on the planet. The entire town got worn

out on him; he was consistently miserable, he continually

grumbled, and was consistently feeling terrible. The more he

lived, the more bile he was becoming, and the more noxious were

his words. Individuals kept away from him since his mishap

became infectious. It was even unnatural and offensive to be

content close to him. He made the sensation of misery in others.

Be that as it may, at some point, when he turned eighty years of

age, something fantastic occurred.

Immediately everybody began hearing the talk: "An Old Man is

cheerful today, he doesn't say anything negative with regards to

anything, grins, and surprisingly his face is spruced up." The

entire town assembled. The old person inquired: Citizen: What

happened to you? "Not all that much. For eighty years I've been

pursuing satisfaction, and it was futile. And afterward, I chose to

live without satisfaction and simply appreciate life. That is the

reason I'm cheerful now."
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The Stupid Donkey

A salt merchant used to convey the salt pack on his jackass to the

market each day. In transit, they needed to cross a stream. One

day the jackass out of nowhere tumbled down the stream. And

the salt pack additionally fell into the water. The salt broke down

in the water, and thus the sack turned out to be extremely light to

convey. The jackass was glad. Then, at that point, the jackass

began to play a similar stunt each day.

The salt dealer came to comprehend the stunt and chose to show

something new to it. The following day he stacked a cotton pack

on the jackass. Again it played a similar stunt trusting that the

cotton pack would have still become lighter. However, the hosed

cotton turned out to be exceptionally weighty to convey, and the

jackass endured. It was an example. It didn't play the stunt any

longer after that day, and the merchant was glad.
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The Lion & The Poor Slave

A slave, abused by his lord, flees to the woodland. There he goes

over a lion in torment on account of a thistle in his paw. The slave

boldly goes ahead and eliminates the thistle delicately. The lion

disappears without harming him.

Every so often later, the slave driver comes hunting to the

woodland. And gets many creatures and enclosures them. The

slave is spotted by the bosses' men who get him and carry him to

the pitiless expert.

The expert requests the captive to be tossed into the lion's

enclosure. The slave is anticipating his passing in the enclosure

when he understands that it is the very lion that he had made a

difference. The slave safeguarded the lion and any remaining

confined creatures.
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A Great Man

Individuals have been going to the wise man, grumbling with

regards to similar issues without fail. One day he made them a

wisecrack, and everybody thundered in giggling. Following a few

minutes, he made them a similar quip.

And a couple of them grinned. At the point when he made a

similar quip for the third time nobody chuckled any longer. The

wise man grinned and said: "You can't giggle at a similar joke

again and again.

So for what reason would you say you are continually crying with

regards to a similar issue?"
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